Perimeter
soft seating

Product Information

The Perimeter family ranges from a contemporary two-seater sofa to a suite of pieces that can be configured successfully in both confined spaces and vast atriums. Perimeter can be combined with Boundary when single and double seating scenarios are required.
Standard Product Information

Frame: Plywood and hardwood frame with glued and screwed joints.
Foam: Vitafoam Reflex
Legs: Die-Cast Aluminium finished in RAL 9006 or Stone
Glides: - adjustable glides fitted as standard in RAL 9006 or Stone.

Optional Upcharges

Polished Legs & chrome glides
Monitor Arm
Power unitsolid wood legs

Perimeter

Standard Product information (Curved units)

Frame: Plywood and hardwood frame with glued and screwed joints.
Foam: Vitafoam Reflex
Legs: Die-cast Aluminium finished in RAL 9006 are fitted as standard. Black or Stone legs are available as no cost options (please specify on ordering which colour required)
Glides: Adjustable glides fitted as standard in RAL 9006 or Stone.

Optional Upcharges

Polished legs & chrome glides
Polished legs & chrome glides
Monitor Arm
Power Unit